It is well-known that the distribution of immunity in a population dictates the future incidence of infectious disease, but this process is generally understood at individual or macroscales. For example, herd immunity to multiple pathogens has been observed at national and city levels. However, the effects of population immunity have not previously been shown at scales smaller than the city (e.g., neighborhoods). In particular, no study has shown long-term effects of population immunity at scales consistent with the spatial scale of person-to-person transmission. Here, we use the location of dengue patients' homes in Bangkok with the serotype of the infecting pathogen to investigate the spatiotemporal distribution of disease risk at small spatial scales over a 5-y period. We find evidence for localized transmission at distances of under 1 km. We also observe patterns of spatiotemporal dependence consistent with the expected impacts of homotypic immunity, heterotypic immunity, and immune enhancement of disease at these distances. Our observations indicate that immunological memory of dengue serotypes occurs at the neighborhood level in this large urban setting. These methods have broad applications to studying the spatiotemporal structure of disease risk where pathogen serotype or genetic information is known.
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dynamics | spatial statistics | dengue hemorrhagic fever I ndividual risk of infectious diseases is largely determined by immune status and the rate of contact with infectious agents. Past infection or vaccination in an area can reduce infection risk for susceptible individuals by eliminating potentially infectious neighbors (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Daily movements of host populations determine the spatial scale at which the immunity of neighbors is relevant for disease risk. Models that assume large-scale mixing will have homogenous levels of population immunity (7); however, there may be important differences at smaller scales (hundreds of meters) that affect the distribution of disease. Analysis of spatiotemporal locations of cases at fine resolutions may reveal the microscale dynamics of transmission and population immunity.
Dengue is a viral disease transmitted by the Aedes mosquito, with clinical manifestations ranging from asymptomatic illness to potentially fatal dengue hemorrhagic fever (8) . Dengue is present in over 100 countries, causing an estimated 50 million infections and 19,000 deaths each year (9) . A wide range of vector, human, viral, and environmental factors determine the spatial and temporal patterns of dengue infection (8) . These factors include the spatial distribution and movement of mosquitoes and humans; life span, oviposition, and blood feeding tendencies of the mosquito; the infectiveness of both hosts; and the spatial distribution of immunity in humans (8) . There are four serotypes of dengue virus (DENV1-4). All four have circulated in Bangkok, Thailand for decades (10) . After infection, individuals develop lifelong immunity to the infecting serotype (homotypic immunity), and there is evidence that they are temporarily protected from infection with other serotypes (heterotypic immunity) (11) . However, after susceptibility to other serotypes returns, these individuals are at increased risk of severe disease on infection (heterotypic immune enhancement) (12, 13) .
Several studies have described the spatial clustering of dengue cases, but they did not explore the effect of population immunity (14) (15) (16) . To our knowledge, the effect of population immunity on microscale disease dynamics has never been systematically characterized using empirical data. This lack of characterization is understandable, because direct observation of the spatial and temporal dynamics of cases and immunity is difficult and resourceintensive, requiring longitudinal observation of immune status and case incidence over large spatial and temporal scales. Here, we characterize the dynamics of population immunity and its effect on future incidence using only the spatiotemporal distribution of clinical dengue cases presenting at a single large hospital.
We use the household location of 1,912 children with laboratoryconfirmed dengue illness admitted to Queen Sirikit Hospital, Bangkok between 1995 and 2000 to calculate measures of spatiotemporal dependence (Fig. 1) . We use modifications of standard space-time clustering statistics that allow for finer resolution of spatiotemporal dependence and control for changes in the underlying spatial and temporal distribution of the population. This approach is built on an innovative use of the distribution of heterotypic case pairs (those cases inconsistent with transmission) and homotypic pairs (those cases consistent with transmission) over a long timescale to characterize the underlying spatial and temporal heterogeneity in disease risk. We use these methods to investigate whether the spatiotemporal distribution of cases is consistent with localized transmission, the expected effect of long-term homotypic immunity, short-term heterotypic immunity, and immune enhancement of disease severity in secondary heterotypic infections.
Results
Short-Term Clustering. Spatiotemporal dependence exists when the time and location of a case is affected by where and when other cases occur (17) . We characterize the spatial dependence of homotypic cases within a 1-month time horizon as τ(d 1 , d 2 ): the relative probability of a case occurring during the same month and within distance range d 1 to d 2 of a given case being homotypic compared with the probability of any other case in that month being homotypic (Methods). Both the numerator and denominator are dependent on the spatiotemporal distribution of cases appearing within the same month regardless of serotype. This formulation, therefore, controls for underlying heterogeneities in the population that could create spatial or temporal clustering (e.g., variation in population density, hospital and healthcare use rates, and dengue seasonality). Values above one indicate that any two cases that live within the specified distance range of each other are more likely to be homotypic than any two randomly chosen cases presenting during the same month. Cases coming from the same transmission chain are necessarily homotypic, and hence, spatial clustering of homotypic cases over short time periods may indicate transmission-related cases.
We find a 1.82-fold increase in the probability of a case occurring within 200 m and in same month of another case being homotypic (95% confidence interval of 1.45, 2.16) (Fig. 2) . This estimate falls to 1.16 (0.97, 1.35) at 1 km (±250 m; i.e., the spatial range between 750 m and 1.25 km). There is an increased probability of cases being homotypic at distances up to 1.8 km (±250 m). However, this finding is statistically significant only up to 0.7 km (±250 m). Consistent patterns are observed with each of the four serotypes ( Fig. S1 B-E). Consistent patterns are also found when only considering cases north, south, east, or west of the hospital (Fig. S2) . These results suggest that the transmission of dengue in urban Bangkok is focal. Clustering of homotypic cases may be caused by local dispersal of host and vector. However, clustering of immune status in the population may contribute to focal case distributions.
Longer-Term Clustering. The immune profile of the population can induce both short-and long-term spatiotemporal dependence in dengue cases. If we assume that neighborhood composition remains mostly the same within the study period and that detected cases are representative of serotype-specific incidence in that neighborhood, we would expect clustering of a particular serotype to result in a reduction in future homotypic cases in that vicinity. Likewise, during the period of short-term cross-protection, we expect to see fewer heterotypic cases occur near previous dengue cases. Conversely, immune enhancement may lead to increases in heterotypic cases at longer temporal lags (13) .
Spatiotemporally dependent processes are often described using D 0 (d, t), which estimates the probability of a point occurring within a spatiotemporal distance of another point compared with the probability of this occurrence because of the independent effects of clustering in space and time (18) (19) (20) (21) . D 0 (d, t) is a cumu lative function; hence, it can only crudely characterize changing patterns of spatiotemporal dependence (Fig. S3) . Thus, we derive a related function, Φ(d 1 , d 2 , t 1 , t 2 ), of the relative probability of a homotypic (or heterotypic) case being within a window of space and time from a case versus the expectations if the clustering processes in space and time were independent (Methods).
Patterns of both homotypic and heterotypic spatiotemporal dependence differ substantially from those patterns seen if we ignore serotype (Fig. 3) . We find that homotypic cases are 1.61 (1.42, 1.82) times as likely to occur within 400 m and 4 mo of an incident case than would be expected if the spatial and temporal clustering processes were independent (Fig. 3B) . The relative proportion of homotypic cases falls to 1.14 (1.05, 1.23) at 1 km (±500 m) over the same timeframe. This period is followed by a significant reduction in homotypic cases in subsequent months. Homotypic cases are 0.77 (0.67, 0.86) times as likely to occur at temporal lags of 8-24 mo within 400 m and 0.90 (0.84, 0.96) times as likely at 1 km (±500 m) over the same temporal lags.
We find that heterotypic cases are 0.88 (0.85, 0.96) times as likely to occur at 1 km (±500m) from an incident case at lags of 3-10 mo (Fig. 3C) . These heterotypic patterns are consistent with the findings in the work by Sabin (11) of short-lived cross-protective immunity. Furthermore, there is an increase in heterotypic clustering with a temporal lag of 2 y. Heterotypic cases are 1.11 (1.02, 1.20) times as likely to occur at temporal lags of 20-30 mo when 1 km (±500 m) from an incident case. This increase after a period of 2 y points to elevated risk of disease and supports previous observations of increased disease risk with sequential heterotypic infections (12) .
Our analysis includes hospitalized cases only. The spatiotemporal dependence of hospitalized cases is of intrinsic interest. However, the mechanisms that we propose to explain the pattern of dengue cases rely on a correlation between the spatiotemporal distribution of serotypes in hospitalized cases and the spatiotemporal distribution of serotypes in the unobserved cases from which these conclusions are drawn. We cannot establish this link with this dataset. However, we use two distinct statistics (analogous results to Figs. 2 and 3 are shown in Figs. S4 and S5 ). These statistics give unbiased estimates even in the presence of bias in reporting and heterogeneity in the underlying population density (Figs. S6 and S7 ). In addition, we simulated disease transmission processes where there were no spatial dependences between the infected and infecting individuals under conditions of strong seasonal forcing and no underlying heterogeneities in the distribution of the population. The ϕ-and τ-statistics showed no spatial dependence in these scenarios (Fig.  S8) . We describe the performance of our statistics in a number of simulated datasets in SI Methods. We find that our statistics are unbiased under a number of model scenarios. Movement of individuals into or out of the population by birth, death, immigration, or emigration may dilute the effect of acquired immunity on future cases. The period that a neighborhood remains effectively static will determine, in part, the extent to which we observe spatiotemporal dependence. Georeferencing of patient addresses in a large urban center is not without error. In sensitivity analyses, the signal of spatial clustering remains present in the actual data with the addition of random noise of a mean of 1 km. Errors in georeferencing are unlikely to be differential by serotype; hence, they would likely bias any results to the null and are unlikely to lead to spurious clustering.
Discussion
These results are from a large georeferenced dataset over several years in an endemic setting where all four serotypes circulate. Such datasets present a rare opportunity to study the dynamics of dengue transmission at a fine spatial resolution. Previous studies that have examined the spatial distribution of dengue have either focused on individual serotypes or have not had fine spatial resolution for large numbers of cases over multiple years (15, 16, 22, 23) . Our study provides additional evidence to support the focal nature of DENV, complementing a longitudinal study in Thailand and outbreak investigations in other settings (14, 24, 25) . Our results suggest that transmission is spatially local, even in a highly mobile and dense urban population with significant immunity. Our findings that the distribution of cases at one time point predict the spatial distribution of both homotypic and heterotypic cases at future time points suggest a dispersal mechanism that is partially dictated by the immunity status of the local population. Although the impact of population immunity on pathogen dynamics has been the focus of numerous studies, rarely has the spatiotemporal distribution of cases and importantly, the immunity derived from those cases been shown to predict the future distribution of cases.
Using multiple simulations, we show that it is unlikely that the observed clustering could be caused by underlying spatial structures, either in the population or access to the study hospital. In addition, we have shown that our observations could not be generated solely by seasonal dynamics of dengue. Our results provide strong evidence that the clustering process is serotypedependent. We believe that the most likely and simplest mechanism that would generate serotype-specific clustering is the transmission process, which we know to be serotype-dependent. The methods implemented here use variations in pathogen type to characterize the tendency for cases to be found near each other both in the short term and across temporal lags. We use a passively collected dataset to illustrate how, by focusing on differences between event types, such datasets can be used to understand the underlying generating process. These approaches are relevant whenever there exists points of multiple types (e.g., genotype data) or changing patterns of spatiotemporal dependence not captured by a cumulative characterization, regardless of the domain. Here, these methods have revealed microscale interactions between transmission, immunity, and future incidence of dengue.
Methods
Data Collection. Data on clinical cases of dengue between January 1, 1995 and December 31, 1999 were collected from Queen Sirikit Children's Hospital in Bangkok, Thailand. There are a total of 2,254 cases where address, infecting serotype, and month and year of hospital admission are available (Table 1) . Serotype was determined through RT-PCR. Local data managers used base maps for the city to convert addresses to geocoded point locations for each case.
Short-Term Spatial Dependence Analysis. To characterize the spatial dependence of homotypic cases within a 1-mo timeframe, we calculate the relative probability of a case occurring during the same month and within distance range d 1 to d 2 of a given case being homotypic compared with the probability of any other case in that month being homotypic (Eq. 1):
where
is the set of cases occurring during the same month and within distances d 1 and d 2 of case i; Ω i (·) is the set of all cases occurring in the same month, and z i is the serotype of case i. The function for heterotypic cases is similarly estimated. Additional descriptions of the spatiotemporal dependence methods used and their relationship with existing methodologies can be found in SI Methods.
